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Vowel labelling in a pluricentric language
Flemish and Dutch labellers at work
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. Introduction2

Labelling speech sounds, i.e. classifying them into particular linguistic catego-
ries, can be influenced by several linguistic and extralinguistic factors, such as 
the emotional and physical condition of the speaker, the level of expertise and 
concentration of the labeller, and the quality and loudness of the recordings 
(e.g. Ohala 1989, Faber 1992, Cucchiarini 1993). Furthermore, transcribing 
and labelling speech of children, non-native speakers or computers is more 
difficult than interpreting speech of adult native speakers (e.g. van Heuven & 
van Houten 1985). 

In addition, the regional background of the labellers influences the results 
of a labelling task. Most relevant research has focused on the influence of the 
labeller’s mother tongue. Native speakers of a language are better at identify-
ing vowels of their language than non-native speakers are (e.g. van Zanten & 
van Heuven 1984). In a vowel labelling task, the mother tongue of the labeller 
seems to be even more influential than the mother tongue of the speaker (Wang 
& van Heuven 2004). Furthermore, the responses (“labels”) of native speakers 
are more consistent than those of non-native speakers (van Heuven et al. 1985, 
van Heuven & van Houten 1989). In phonological terms: the listener’s mother 
tongue influences the location of the phoneme boundaries (Janson 1979).

Dialectologists have repeatedly drawn attention to the possible effect of 
the dialectal background of transcribers on the reliability of transcriptions (e.g. 
Jaberg & Jud 1927, Goossens 1965, Ringgaard 1965). In an empirical study, 
Fox (1974) did not find significant differences between listeners, who were all 
native speakers of American English, from Chicago and Oklahoma. However, 
Janson (1981) showed that the location of the boundary between two vow-
els can actually be different for labellers with a different dialectal background. 
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Interestingly, his informants were native speakers of Swedish originating from 
Stockholm and Helsinki, and hence, they did not only have a different dialectal 
background, but were also speakers of a different national variety of Swedish. 
Swedish is in fact a pluricentric language with (at least) two national varieties 
(Clyne 1992): Swedish-Swedish (the dominant variety) and Finnish-Swedish 
(the non-dominant variety), see Reuter (1992). This means that it is unclear 
whether the differences found by Janson (1981) originate from a difference in 
dialectal background or from the fact that the listeners have another national 
variety as their mother tongue. 

In this study, we investigate the influence of two national varieties of Dutch, 
the language spoken by our informants, while keeping the dialectal background 
of the listeners as constant as possible. Just like Swedish, Dutch is a pluricentric 
language. Although, the dominant variety is spoken in the Netherlands, Dutch 
is also the official language of Flanders (i.e. the northern part of Belgium), Su-
rinam, the Dutch Antilles and Aruba. For an introduction into the history, 
geography and linguistic structure of Dutch, see De Schutter (1994). A concise 
description of the Standard Dutch pronunciation in the Netherlands can be 
found in Gussenhoven (1999), the Belgian pronunciation of Standard Dutch 
is described by Verhoeven (2005). In a listening experiment, speech samples 
of spontaneously spoken Standard Dutch, originating from Flanders and the 
Netherlands, were labelled by three Flemish and three Dutch listeners. The la-
bellers’ task consisted of labelling the quality of unstressed vowels. The listeners 
all grew up in the same dialect area, viz. Brabant, a cross-border region consist-
ing of the provinces Northern Brabant (the Netherlands) and Antwerp/Flem-
ish Brabant (Belgium). In the Middle Ages, the present provinces of Antwerp 
and Northern Brabant belonged to the Duchy of Brabant. The dialects spoken 
in the former Duchy all belong to the so-called “southern central dialects” of 
Dutch (Weijnen 1966).3 

2. Method

2. Informants

We studied the speech of 160 teachers of Dutch (80 from Flanders, 80 from the 
Netherlands). Teachers of Dutch are considered to be “prototypical” speakers 
of the standard language (e.g. Van de Velde & Houtermans 1999). They use the 
standard language on a daily basis and are expected to have excellent mastery 
of the standard language, although their language is expected to contain more 
variation than that of radio reporters (whose speech is used in earlier studies 
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on the pronunciation of Standard Dutch, e.g. Cassier & Van de Craen 1986, 
Van de Velde 1996). 

The informants were selected according to the criteria age, sex and region. 
In Flanders as well as the Netherlands, half of the informants was born before 
1955, the other half after 1960. The Belgian and the Dutch sample both contain 
an equal number of men and women. In each country, four regions were select-
ed, based on linguistic, geographical and socio-economic criteria (Van Hout et 
al. 1999). Both for the Netherlands (henceforth: Nl.) and Flanders (henceforth: 
Fl.), the economic, cultural and linguistic centre was selected (Fl.: Antwerp/Bra-
bant; Nl.: Randstad), and in addition an “intermediate” zone (Fl.: East-Flanders; 
Nl.: Utrecht/Gelderland) and two peripheral areas (Fl.: West-Flanders, Belgian-
Limburg; Nl.: Groningen/Drenthe, Dutch-Limburg). The regional background 
of the subjects was carefully checked: only subjects who grew up and still lived 
in a particular region were selected. The subjects taught Dutch in schools in 
medium-sized cities, which were also selected on the basis of dialectological 
and socio-geographical criteria. A more detailed description of the sampling 
criteria can be found in Van Hout et al. (1999) and Kloots (2005).

2.2 Data collection

In this study the pronunciation of vowels is studied in spontaneously spoken 
Standard Dutch. The speech samples were collected in 1999 as part of a socio-
linguistic project (van Hout et al. 1999). Part of the material which was gathered 
in this project consisted of spontaneous conversations between teachers and a 
researcher about various topics, such as literature, education, current affairs, 
cooking, travelling and sports. The Flemish and the Dutch recordings were 
made by a Flemish and a Dutch researcher respectively, in a quiet room where 
only the researcher and the teacher were present. The conversations were re-
corded on a portable DAT-recorder (Tascam DA-P1) with AKG-C420 headset 
condenser microphones. The speech samples were digitised and downsampled 
to 16 kHz (16 bits). At present, this material is also part of the Spoken Dutch 
Corpus (component “spontaneous speech”).4 

2.3 Stimuli

In this experiment we study three words which occur frequently in spontaneous-
ly spoken Standard Dutch: moment (‘moment’), manier (‘way’) and probeer(t) 
(‘to try’, ‘tries’). By way of illustration: the Spoken Dutch Corpus contains 1377 
occurrences of probeer(t), 2814 occurrences of manier and 4599 occurrences of 
moment. These three words have a similar structure: they contain two syllables, 
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the first syllable ends in a vowel, and the second syllable is stressed. All realisa-
tions of these words were saved as separate wave-files. The spontaneous speech 
of the 160 teachers yielded 813 stimuli: 286 occurrences of probeer(t) (Fl.: 205, 
Nl.: 81), 236 occurrences of manier (Fl. 125, Nl. 111) and 291 occurrences of 
moment (Fl.: 88, Nl. 203).

2.4 Labelling task

The stimuli were labelled by means of the software package wwstim.5 The la-
bellers were three Flemings and three Dutchmen, all native speakers of Dutch, 
who grew up in the provinces of Antwerp (Belgium) and Northern Brabant 
(the Netherlands) respectively. In this way, the dialect background of the lis-
teners was controlled for as tightly as possible, as both provinces belong to the 
same (cross-border) dialect area (cf. Introduction). 

All six labellers had a linguistic background and were familiar with pho-
netic transcriptions and labelling tasks. They labelled the stimuli individually 
and at their own pace. The listeners heard the stimuli one by one and in a 
(different) random order. If necessary, they could replay a stimulus as often as 
desired. Once a stimulus was labelled, it was not possible to go back and change 
the score anymore. 

The listeners focused on the unstressed vowel in the first syllable of the 
words moment, manier en probeert. For every stimulus eight labels were avail-
able: “long”, “short”, “schwa”, “zero”, as well as their intermediate values “long/
short”, “short/schwa”, “schwa/zero”. The labels “long” and “short” were used in 
their phonological sense and should be interpreted in terms of vowel quality (i.e. 
the “colour” of the vowel). In phonological descriptions of Dutch, “long” is at-
tributed to the vowels /a/, /o/, /e/, /i/, /y/, and “short” vowels are /"/, /f/, /7/, /I/, 
/~/. Various labels have been proposed to designate these two categories, such 
as “tense” vs. “lax” vowels, “free” vs. “checked” vowels — see Kloots (2005:16) 
for an overview. In more recent studies, these categories are called “long” and 
“short” respectively (e.g. Booij 1995, Kooij & Van Oostendorp 2003). It is not 
clear which phonetic characteristic is exactly responsible for the difference in 
“quality” between both series. From a phonological point of view, both catego-
ries have a different distribution (e.g. Moulton 1962). The terms “long” and 
“short” should not be interpreted in terms of vowel duration, since in Standard 
Dutch only /a/, /o/ and /e/ are literally longer than their “short” counterparts 
(e.g. Nooteboom 1972). The label “schwa” refers to the central vowel of Dutch. 
“Zero” was used when the vowel was deleted. When the listeners could not 
identify the word — which is not uncommon for stimuli, taken from a corpus 
of spontaneous speech — they could choose the label “unintelligible”. 
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2.5 Aspects studied elsewhere

In this paper, the focus is on the labellers and the differences in choice of labels 
between both groups of judges. The degree of agreement between the labellers 
will not be considered here since this aspect of our experiment was already an-
alysed in Coussé et al. (2004).6 The differences in the pronunciation of Flemish 
and Dutch informants are discussed in more detail in Kloots et al. (2003) and 
Kloots (2005).

3. Results

The distribution of the labels over the response categories for the three stimuli 
is displayed in Table 1. The last column of the table gives a general impression 
of the distribution: “short” is the label most frequently (40.7%) used, followed 
by “long” in 16.8% of the cases. The other labels were chosen in less than 11% 
of the cases.

Looking at the labels of the Flemish and the Dutch labellers separately, 
it is clear that both groups have (significantly) different preferences (Pearson 
χ2 = 830.0; DF = 7; p < 0.01), especially concerning the labels “long” and “short”. 
The Flemish labellers considered almost half of the vowels to be “short” and only 
3.2% “long”, whereas the Dutch labellers used “long” in 30.3% and “short” in 
32.8% of the cases. Because this difference between both groups is particularly 
striking, we will concentrate on the labels “long” and “short” in what follows. 

The difference between the Flemish and Dutch listeners, which is appar-
ent from Table 1, could be an unintended result of the “mixed” nature of the 
sample that contains speech of Flemish as well as Dutch speakers. In Table 2, 

Table 1. Distribution of the labels in the judgements of the Flemish and Dutch 
labellers

Flemish labellers Dutch labellers Total
long   78   3.2%  740  30.3%  818  16.8%
long/short  287  11.8%  136   5.6%  423   8.7%
short 1185  48.6%  799  32.8% 1984  40.7%
short/schwa  192   7.9%   30   1.2%  222   4.6%
schwa  169   6.9%  243  10.0%  412   8.4%
schwa/zero   75   3.1%   19   0.8%   94   1.9%
zero  261  10.7%  272  11.2%  533  10.9%
unintelligible  192   7.9%  200   8.2%  392   8.0%
Total 2439 100.0% 2439 100.0% 4878 100.0%
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the results are further differentiated: the scores for the Flemish and the Dutch 
stimuli are shown separately. In Table 2, the scores for the labels “short/schwa”, 
“schwa”, “schwa/zero”, “zero” and “unintelligible” are summed and presented as 
one category: “other”. 

It is clear from Table 2 that Flemish and Dutch labellers do not always as-
sign the same label when classifying a particular set of vowel stimuli. In other 
words: when the regional background of the vowels is kept constant (the la-
bellers listen to the same — either Flemish or Dutch — stimuli) and the region-
al background of the labellers is varied (we compare the results of Flemish and 
Dutch labellers), striking differences are found between the scores of the Flem-
ish and the Dutch labellers. The difference between both groups of labellers is 
statistically significant, both for the Flemish stimuli (Pearson χ2 = 525.3; DF = 7; 
p < 0.01) as for the Dutch stimuli (Pearson χ2 = 348.6; DF = 7; p < 0.01).

The most apparent differences can be found for the category “long”. The 
Flemish labellers almost never use the label “long”, whereas the Dutch labellers 
use it for 36.4% of the Flemish and 24.0% of the Dutch stimuli respectively. 
Looking at our data set, we must assume that the category “long” is missing in 
the repertoire of Flemish listeners. Unlike their Flemish colleagues, the Dutch 
labellers differentiate between “long” and “short”. Compared to the Flemish 
listeners, the Dutch labellers used the label “short” less frequently, both for the 
Flemish data (48.5% vs. 69.9%) as for the Dutch data (16.1% vs. 26.1%).

For the category “other”, the difference between Flemish and Dutch labellers 
is — relatively — small, both for the Flemish as for the Dutch stimuli: 13.1% 
vs. 8.0% (Flemish stimuli) and 61.2% vs. 56.0% (Dutch stimuli) respectively. 
From a phonetic point of view, the category “other” contains (quite) strongly 
reduced forms (i.e. reduced to schwa or deleted, cf. 2.4). The relatively small 
difference between both groups of labellers indicates that Flemish and Dutch 
listeners seem to agree on what a “strongly reduced” vowel sounds like. The cat-
egory “other” is (much) more often assigned to Dutch than to Flemish stimuli, 
both by the Flemish as by the Dutch labellers. From a phonetic point of view, 
this means that, according to the data discussed in Kloots (2005), the Dutch 

Table 2. Flemish and Dutch stimuli, labelled by Flemish and Dutch labellers

Flemish stimuli Dutch stimuli
Flemish labellers Dutch labellers Flemish labellers Dutch labellers

long   35   2.8%  456  36.4%   43   3.6%  284  24.0%
long/short  179  14.3%   90   7.2%  108   9.1%   46   3.9%
short  876  69.9%  608  48.5%  309  26.1%  191  16.1%
other  164  13.1%  100   8.0%  725  61.2%  664  56.0%
Total 1254 100.0% 1254 100.0% 1185 100.0% 1185 100.0%
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speakers reduce their vowels more strongly than their Flemish colleagues, see 
also Kloots (2005).

4. Discussion

Flemish and Dutch labellers seem to have different categorisation strategies, 
especially with respect to the labels “long” and “short”. Flemish labellers use 
“short” much more often than their Dutch colleagues, whereas the Dutch lis-
teners use “long” more often than the Flemish labellers. This tendency is found 
for the Flemish as well as for the Dutch stimuli. The discrepancy between both 
groups is hard to explain. The current literature hardly provides any informa-
tion on the potential influence of a listener’s national variety of the standard 
language on vowel categorisation. More specifically, the possible differences 
between the categorisation strategies of Flemish and Dutch listeners are, to our 
knowledge, never studied. 

Our results indicate that Flemish labellers — classifying unstressed vowels 
— hardly ever use the label “long” while this label is used much more fre-
quently by the Dutch labellers. A possible explanation is that Flemish labellers 
attach relatively more value to vowel duration than Dutch labellers, while for 
the latter vowel quality is a decisive property. The unstressed vowels in our 
experiment may have a fairly short duration, and if vowel duration is indeed so 
important for Flemish labellers, this factor may explain the Flemish results. 

To get a clear(er) understanding of the strategies used by our listeners, the 
acoustic properties of the stimuli should be correlated to the labels assigned by 
the listeners in our experiment. In other words, in order to invoke the different 
balance between vowel duration and quality in Flemish and Dutch listeners as 
the explanation of our findings, acoustic measurements of the duration and 
quality of our stimuli are needed. Such measurements could, for example, show 
if the (few) vowels labelled as “long” by the Flemish labellers have a significant-
ly longer duration than (1) stimuli called “long” by the Dutch listeners and (2) 
stimuli with the label “short”. Moreover, in the present study only unstressed 
vowels were considered. Consequently, by studying the labelling of stressed 
vowels, it should be determined what role the factor stress plays in how Flem-
ish and Dutch listeners label vowels. 

With respect to the pronunciation of unstressed vowels in open syllables, 
Kloots (2005) showed that Flemish speakers use more “short” vowels than 
Dutch speakers. If differences in vowel production are accompanied by dif-
ferences in classification strategy, we can assume that the Flemish labellers 
chose the label “short” more often than their Dutch colleagues because they 
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hear more “short” vowels in everyday speech. In this way, however, we run the 
risk of being caught in a circular argument, since the results of Kloots (2005) 
are based on listening experiments as well. Moreover, this argumentation does 
not seem to hold for every category in our experiment. Table 2 shows that the 
Dutch speakers used more strongly reduced forms ( = category “other”) than 
the Flemish speakers. However, the Dutch listeners did not hear more strongly 
reduced forms than their Flemish colleagues. Once more, it is clear that instru-
mental analyses are indispensable.

Interestingly, historical linguistics offers an alternative perspective. Accord-
ing to descriptions of the pronunciation of Middle Dutch (e.g. van Haeringen 
1953, van Loey 1970, van Bree 1977), in medieval times, the difference in vowel 
quality between “long” and “short” vowels was smaller than in contemporary 
Standard Dutch, whereas the durational aspect was much more important for 
identifying both series of vowels. The difference in vowel duration between 
“long” and “short” vowels has decreased and vowel quality became more im-
portant for the classification of vowels. Maybe this historical approach could 
also explain why contemporary Flemish listeners attach (relatively) more value 
to vowel duration than their Dutch colleagues (see above). Looking at our data, 
we get the impression that for Flemish listeners vowel duration has remained 
more important than for Dutch listeners. 

At any rate, it is not strange that Flemish and Dutch labellers may have dif-
ferent classification strategies, since both groups are used to a different national 
variety of Standard Dutch. Sociolinguistic apparent-time studies have shown 
that the pronunciation of Standard Dutch in Flanders and the Netherlands is sys-
tematically growing apart since the 1930’s (Cassier & Van de Craen 1986, Van de 
Velde 1996). There is also fairly little contact between both parts of the language 
area (e.g. Kloots 2001). Moreover, it is not uncommon for national varieties to 
attach a different value to the feature [duration] (see, for instance, Reuter (1992) 
for a comparison between the Swedish and the Finnish variety of Swedish).

5. Conclusion

Our experiment has shown that the “national” background of the listeners can 
result in different categorisation strategies. Trying to rule out this factor is not 
very realistic. Nevertheless, we should pay attention to this variable. Linguists 
should be (more) aware of the fact that results of categorisation tasks cannot 
always be directly generalised to all (national) varieties of the same language. 
Therefore, in reports of labelling experiments, the “national” background of 
the listeners should always be mentioned explicitly. For a better understanding 
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of the labelling differences between Flemish and Dutch listeners, instrumental 
analysis of the stimuli is needed. In that analysis vowel quality and duration 
should be systematically measured, both for stressed and unstressed vowels.

Notes

. Hanne Kloots and Evie Coussé are Postdoctoral Fellow and Research Assistant of the 
Research Foundation — Flanders (FWO — Vlaanderen), respectively. 

2. The authors thank the two anonymous reviewers and the audience attending the presen-
tation of this paper at the TIN-dag 2006, for their useful comments.

3. Of course, this does not mean that Belgian and Dutch speakers of “Brabant” dialects 
sound identical. The political border between Belgium and the Netherlands is turning more 
and more into a linguistic border (Taeldeman 1990, De Schutter 1994, Hoppenbrouwers & 
Hoppenbrouwers 2001). The dialectal basis of both groups of “Brabanters” is still the same, 
but their speech is more or less “coloured” by a different national variety.

4. Information about the Spoken Dutch Corpus can be found at the following websites: 
http://lands.let.kun.nl/cgn/home.htm and http://www.tst.inl.nl

5. The software wwstim was developed by Theo Veenker (University of Utrecht). See http://
www.let.uu.nl/users/~Theo.Veenker/personal/projects/wwstim/doc/nl

6. In Coussé e.a. (2004) the agreement between the labellers was expressed by relative fre-
quencies (“percentage agreement”). Since one specific category (namely “short”) was chosen 
much more frequently than the others (see Table 1) the use of kappa scores would not have 
given an accurate picture of the agreement between the labellers (e.g. Rietveld & van Hout 
1993). 
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